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Though the O exists in its own right, attempts have been made to relate it
to the outstanding puzzle of charmonium physics, namely the absence of  
0
decays to vector-pseudoscalar V P light hadrons. On the basis of perturbative
























= (14 2)% (1)






























(from recent BES data) hadronic channels. The startling excep-
tions occur for V P = ;K










< 0:0108 (where the factor of 3 correction to PDG
(1994)
3
due to Y.F. Gu, acknowledged by M. Roos, is taken into account).
Brodsky-Lepage-Tuan
4
, henceforth referred to as BLT, proposed a coherent
explanation of the puzzle by assuming that the violation of the perturbative
QCD theorem
5
that total hadron helicity is conserved in high-momentum-
transfer exclusive processes when J= decays to hadrons via three hard gluons
is modulated by the gluons forming an intermediate gluonium 1
  
state, O,
before transition to hadrons h. It is the O (which has large transverse size)
which does not respect the helicity theorem, and accounts for the relatively
large branching ratios ( 10
 2
) for J= ! ;K


K + c:c: To account for the
constraints Q
V P
, the O has a mass within 80 MeV of the J= mass, and total
width < 250 MeV (using latest V P = K


K+c:c: constraint). We need to note
a more recent work by Anselmino et al.
6
who have suggested that the BLT
assumptions can be met with a more modest Omicron width, to wit  
tot
(O)
between 10 to 100 MeV.
The problems with the BLT/Anselmino et al. solution are (i) an O at
3 GeV (unlike the !
o
) has many decay channels, so why should O ! VP
dominate amongst decays of MeV of the J= mass, and total width < 250 MeV
(using latest V P = K


K + c:c: constraint). We need to note a more recent
work by Anselmino et al.
6
who have suggested that the BLT assumptions
can be met with a more modest Omicron width, to wit  
tot
(O) between 10
to 100 MeV. The problems with the BLT/Anselmino et al. solution are (i)
an O at 3 GeV (unlike the !
o
) has many decay channels, so why should O!
VP dominate amongst decays of O. (ii) The mystery of the electromagnetic
J= ! !
o
V P decay. Here  (J= ! !
o





a BR(J= ! !
o
) = (4:2  0:6)  10
 4





> 0, the Omicron cannot be involved, yet the V P mode





experimental measurement, if hadron helicity conservation HHC theorem
5
is
not applicable at the J=    
0











If found, one can infer that the Brodsky-Lepage HHC theorem
5
is not valid
even at the  
0
mass scale! (iii) The BES Collaboration studied the vector-





(1270) recently. Now this decay is allowed by
HHC theorem
7





<2.6%. Hence the QCD HHC Theorem
5
appears to be not relevant at
the  
0
mass scale for h = V T also, when evaluated in terms of the charmonium







and there has been no sign of distortion of
J= !  shape due to Breit-Wigner O interference. I am myself particularly
impressed by the upper limit on the total O width of < 8MeV set by the BES
Collaboration
9
. (v) Finally there is the work of the UKQCD Collaboration
10
on SU(3) Glueballs-Comprehensive Lattice Study. This predicts the O (1
  
)
at 4 GeV and optimists in the eld believe the prediction could be good up
to 100 MeV. At NATO's Advanced Study Institute at Swansea, Chris Michael
assured me that he is very sure that the O (1
  
) gluonium is > 3 GeV.
A certain number of conclusions can now be drawn. First, the HHC The-
orem
5


















K puzzle and Anselmino et al.
11




(2980) are probably wrong, since they both assume the va-
lidity of the HHC Theorem of Brodsky-Lepage
5
. Thirdly, the puzzle of the
suppression of  
0
! V P; V T channels remains an open problem in need of a
solution.
I wish however to point out that the study of the charmonium puzzle has





! h)  BR(
c
! h) (2)
where h is an exclusive nal state. Since the 
c














! h, where 
0
c
! h of the last leg is estimated




sample, some 20,000 
0
c
events can be expected, and
the breakdown into various exclusive modes h are given elsewhere
13
. If IHEP-
Beijing were to acquire a crystal-barrel type detector with high eÆciency for





leg, this could be a feasible search




using (2) can be expected to be substantially larger
13
than that even for
pp! 
c
(2980)! 2. If FERMILAB were to acquire a magnetic spectrometer
detector allowing for clean detection of K

K and other exclusive modes h,
this could be a feasible search method for 
0
c
. Finally Sergei Sadovsky has
3
suggested at this meeting that the 
0
c












, where again the relation (2) can be kept in mind in
estimating event rates.






J= and Isospin Violating Charmonium Decays.




















)! J= + )
> 5:5 (90% C:L:): (3)






decay so large compared with




) ! J= + ? This certainly vio-
lates theoretical and intuitive understanding (Misha Voloshin excepted). For
instance back in 1979, Isgur et al.
15











, while the canonical estimate
16





is of order 10
 2
. The simplest explanation of the anomaly (3) is that since






which is very much the dominant mode
with branching ratio  50% by any reasonable estimate, we really need to




) at 3526 MeV -
via this peculiar isospin violating mode involving single pion emission, while
the isospin allowed dipion mode and the dominant 
c
mode remain to be
identied. Nevertheless Lipkin and I noted
17
that in fact SU(3)/isospin vio-










(9:7  2:1) 10
 4




) ! J= + 
o
is just fol-
lowing this tradition? First from the above data, and taking a p
3
phase space
dependence appropriate to the P-wave decays involved, we have
BR( 
0
! J= + )=phase space = 3:375 (4)
BR( 
0
! J= + 
o
)=phase space = 6:6 10
 3
: (5)
Both (4) and (5) violate SU(3) and OZI-rule. However (5) in addition
violates isospin as well. Hence in terms of magnitude comparison, if we regard
isospin violation as electromagnetic, we need to compare [(=) or ]
2
 Eq.
(4) with Eq.(5), i.e. 1:69  10
 5
to 1:69  10
 4
with 6:6  10
 3
. Hence the
pionic emission appears to dominate 
o
emission by a factor of 400 to 40!
(Parenthetically the  
0
! J= + 
o
decay may also be somewhat enhanced
relative to SU(3) allowed  
0
! J= +  + :) The strength of (5) thus tends
to support a non-electromagnetic contribution to this decay as well.
4
We construct a model by relating  
0




! J= + 
o
by
using constituent-quark phenomenology rather than hadron eld theory. The
decay is described by a \black box" model in which the charmonium  
0
initial
state enters and from which the nal charmonium state J= emerges together





). All processes in the black box are described by phenomenological
parameters determined by tting experimental data. The relevant suppression
factor for comparing these two forbidden processes (4) and (5) is not deter-
mined by  but rather by the ratio of the two symmetry breaking parameters




wave functions. This is just the ratio









). The quantity is thus considerably larger than .
There is also additional symmetry breaking which is purely electromagnetic.







)g which is closer to  but still larger than





J= even more. In the actual analysis the term proportional
to the quark mass dierence is a bit more than double the electromagnetic
term so that the square of the sum is an order of magnitude larger than the
square of the electromagnetic term and therefore between one and two orders
of magnitude larger than 
2
- as needed for understanding (4) and (5). To
summarize, our black box model for avor symmetry breaking gives reasonably




= 3:33 MeV, a




) at 3526 MeV
14
only




) ! J= +  is phase space for-
bidden. Nevertheless from orbital angular momentum consideration plus the










)! J= + .





(2P ) Charmonium States.
We shall concentrate on the J = 1; J = 2 members since the J = 0 member





say that their masses are 3950 MeV (for J = 1)
and 3980 MeV (for J = 2) and hence lie above the D

D threshold. However









via orbital L = 2 and there could be signicant suppression of these D-wave
decays due to limited phase space provided that the mass estimate is not
signicantly larger than that given by theory. Hence it is possible that 
c2
(2P )






has calculated the total widths of the 
0
c
states, and found that
it is very probable that the J = 2 member has a total width between 1 to 5








Back of the envelope type calculation would suggest that the branching ratio




!  +  
0
) = 1; 5;10%.
The search method for 
0
cJ
states has been described in some detail else-
where
20
, so we shall here just summarize the results for the J = 2 case. At
CLEO II, we take advantage of inclusive decays of B-mesons to charmonium.





!  +  
0




The CLEO II measurement for BR(B ! 
c2
+ X) is 0:25  0:10%. The
unknown BR(B ! 
0
c2
+X) is then estimated by introducing the multiplica-
tive Braaten correction factor
20
of 1.32. Hence taking the central value for
BR(B ! 
c2
+ X) we nd B
2
= 3:30  10
 5
; 1:65  10
 4

















! (4S) ! B

B (where most of the B























in the J= dilepton mode (about








!  +  
0
) = 1; 5; 10% respectively.
Our conclusion is that optimistically we can expect N
obs
2
in the ball park
of 10 events per year. They can be steadily increased by extending B

B accu-
mulation over a period of several years. We remark however that the CDF
pp process has already identied 
cJ
from    J= mass spectrum. Hence the
invariant mass spectrum of     
0




. Given the large statistics possible at CDF, they could well beat
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